
tf menu collection www.triangleform.com



afteroom chairs
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



afteroom chairs
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



afteroom chairs plus
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



afteroom chairs plus
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



afteroom chairs plus
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



afteroom chairs woodbase
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



afteroom chairs woodbase
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



afteroom chairs woodbase
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



afteroom lounge chair
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



afteroom lounge chair
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



afteroom lounge chair
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



androgyne tables
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



androgyne tables
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



androgyne tables
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



androgyne tables
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



androgyne tables
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



androgyne tables
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



bank pendant
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



bollard lamp
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



cast lamps
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



cast lamps
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



cast lamps
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



circular lamp
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



column lamp
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



dancing pendant
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



hashira lamps
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



hashira lamps
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



jwda lamps
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



knitting lounge chair
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



knitting lounge chair
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



knitting lounge chair
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



monument magazine holder
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



monument magazine holder
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



nono tables
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



nono tables
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



peek floor lamp
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



plinth
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



plinth
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



plinth
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



reverse table lamp
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



septembre coffee tables
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



septembre coffee tables
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



snaregade tables
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



snaregade tables
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



snaregade tables
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



snaregade tables
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



tailor sofa
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



tailor sofa
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



tailor sofa
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



tailor sofa
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



tr lamps
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



tr lamps
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



turning table
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



turning table
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com



turning table
All 3d models can be purchased and downloaded from www.triangleform.com. Only buyer can use 
collection in their projects. License is personal and NON transferable. The sharing of collection data is 
strictly prohibited unless that user has written authorization from Tomasz Michalski.
       
    www.triangleform.com




